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A: You can download Acrobat XI Pro from the adobe website and it is always the latest version. For more update/upgrade see
this link Q: How to bind Kendo-UI to dataTables? I'm using Kendo-UI and have a jsfiddle: I would like to connect Kendo-UI to
DataTables. But I'm not able to. Here is my Kendo-UI initialization: var table = $('#example').dataTable({ data: data, columns: [
{ data: "Name", width: "40%" }, { data: "Surname", width: "40%" }, { data: "Position", width: "30%" }, { data: "Office", width:
"30%" }, { data: "Extension", width: "10%" }, { data: "Startdate", width: "30%" }, { data: "Salary", width: "50%" }, ],
initComplete: function() { console.log(this.dataTable().column(2).data()); } }); I see an error:
"Kendo.data.DataSource.js?ver=2015.2.508:759 Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read property 'get' of undefined" The details are
in the fiddle. A: It happens because of the way Kendo MVC uses the API as internal object that doesn't belong to an instance of
the DataTable. As the API exposes the internal grid and datatable API but doesn't expose its members, and the API is used as an
object that doesn't have a getter of a column -you're getting an undefined value for that property. What the API should expose,
is the getter, but unfortunately it doesn't. This issue has been fixed in 1cb139a0ed
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